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ABSTRACT 

Powder Metallurgy (PM) Alloy 690N2, the PM derivative of Inconel' 690 (IN 690), has been shown to 
have a higher elevated temperature yeld strength and superior stress corrosion cracking (SCC) resistance 
than conventionally processed IN 690. The property improvements seen in Alloy PM 690N2 are due to 
interstitial nitrogen strengthening and precipitation hardening resulting fiom the formation of fine 
Titanium/ Chromium - nitrides. The application of Alloy PM 690N2 has had limited use due to the high 
costs involved in producing wrought products from powder. h e r  Powder Deposition (LPD) offers 
another technique to take advantage of PM 690N2 properties. 

Three different variations of the Alloy 690 chemistry have been deposited, PM chemistry - nitrogen 
atomized (PM 690N2), Ingot Metallurgy (IhQ chemistry - nitrogen atomized (Ih4 690N2), and IM 
chemistry - argon atomized (Ih4 690Ar). The microstructural and mechanical property variations of these 
LPD deposited materials are reported. Alloy PM 69ON2powder w a s  laser deposited at rates from .1 to 
over 12 cubic inches per hour at laser input powers ranging fiom 250 to 5000 watts using both C02 and 
Nd:YAG lasers. In all cases a fully dense material has been produced. There is a question however of 
how the properties of this material respond over such a wide range of parameters. An attempt has been 
made to correlate the processing conditions with the resultant microstructures and properties. The effects 
of LPD on the microstructural features and properties of Alloy PM 690N2 are discussd, 

LASER POWDER DEPOSITION (LPD) 

LPD is an extension of the laser cladding technology. A schematic of the LPD process is shown in Figure 
1. LPD uses the concepts of laser cladding and applies them to the fabrication of prototype and hnctionaI 
components. Vila? gives a comprehensive review of the laser cladding technology by explaining how 
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second phases. This produces more homogenous microstructures, and in some cases leads to the 
formation of metastable phases. Refined microstructures usually result in corresponding improvements in 
mechanical properties. 

Pammetric studies were performed to examine property and microstructural variations at different build 
rates. It is possible to duplicate a solidification rate at different build rates by varying laser power, build 
thickness, and process linear velocity. For any power level and velocity the build thickness is constrained 
by the size of the molten pool. MoIten pool sire is directly proportional to power level and inversely 
proportional to linear velocity. Build rate is a function of build thickness and linear velocity. If 
conditions are set where the molten pool size is smaller than that required for the particular build 
condition, the material will have interconnected porosity due to insufficient pool bead overlap. On the 
other hand, ifthe moIten pool size is much larger than the build condition warrants, the solidification rate 
will be slower and metal vaporization will increase and cause condensation to occur on the powder 
delivery. 

Preliminary studies included varying the power level at a coxlsfaaf build rate while producing 0.5 inch 
diameter Alloy PM 690N2 rods. When using the same operating parameters on a 1 .O inch square bar the 
actual build rate increases. As the buiId area in a layer increases, the actual build rate increases since less 
time is taken to decelerate and accelerate at the edges of the structure being built. The maximum possible 
build rate is calculated by Equation (1) beIow. 

B I S ,  =T, xT'xV, x60 

Where BR,, is the maximum possible build rate (cubic inches per hour), Tk is the layer thickness ia 
inches, Th is the hatch spacing in inches, and Vr is the linear velocity in inches per minute. 

RESULTS 

Mechanical propetties and microstructures of 0.5 inch diameter rods were obtained for various Thy Th, 6, 
and laser power levels (PL). The results from this study show that within the range of parameters chosen 
(See Table 2) the microstructure, 0.2% yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS), percent 
reduction in area (%RA), and percent elongation (o/oEL) are not significantly affected. These parameters 
are not necessarily the optimum operating condition. Material produced at the highest actual build rate 
(BR,) shows an UTS and % RA decrease. Examination of the microstructures in Figure 6 produced at 
conditions from Runs E and F show that the material produced during Run F has a slightly finer grain and 
more uniform structure than the m a t e d  produced in Run E. This information may lead one to conclude 
that the material processed in Run F solidified at a faster rate than the material in Run E. Better control 
over the heat input per Uait volume should provide more consistent results. 

Table 2: Parameter study results on 0.5 inch diameter Alloy P/M 690N2 rods. 





system for all conchtions. This term is simply the absorbed energy divided by the B&= as 'expressed in 
Equation (2). It is reasonable to use B L a  here since, except for decelerations and accelerations at the 
build line ends, it accurately describes the volume of material being added to the part per unit time. The 
SE of the system has a direct effect upon the molten pool size and therefore can be used to relate to 
properties and microstructure. Equation (2) defines the specific energy in the LPD process. 

Where SE is the specific energy absorbed in watt-hour per inches cubed, PL is the emitted laser energy in 
watts and a- is the fraction of laser energy absorbed, 

Table 3: Parameter study results on 2.25,4 and 5.0525 inch square Alloy PM 69ON2 bars. 

Effect of VI and Layer Surface Area on BRd 
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Figure 8: Effects of layer surface area and V, on B& as a &&on of B&=. , 
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Maximum build rates were plotted versus specific energy for the LPD PM 690N2 material in Figure 9. 
This plot shows that specilk energy decreased with increasing build rate. The tensile properties fkom the 
LPD Alloy PM 690N2 bars and rods were also plotted against specific energy in Figure 10. There is a 
decrease in mechanical properties (ductility and ultimate tensile strength) at about 110 watt-hrh3. This 
specific energy can be considered to be a threshold value for LPD Alloy PM 690N2 material processing. 
It happened that all of the specimens built at greater than 2.0 in3/hr were produced with less than 1 10 
Watt-hrIir? specific energy. 

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.M) 3.50 4.00 4.50 

BR,,, (inJlhour) 
Figure 9: BR-plotted against SE showing a decreasing SE at the higher build rates. 

The energy required for heating a unit volume of Alloy 690 from room temperature to melting point pIus 
200°F superheat (I&) was calcdated to be about 40 watt-hour/in3. It is assumed that bead overlaps of 
about 30% are required to produce adequate bulk builds. Therefore the specific energy requked for bulk 
builds needs to take inta account melting the added and overlap materids and heat losses due to 
conduction (convection and radiation losses are considered negligible). Based on a flat surface 

sa00 100.00 150.00 200.00 250.00 3w.w 
Specific Energy (watt-hourlid) 

Figure 10: Mechanical properties plotted as a.function of SE. 
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